2021 ONLINE AUCTION CATALOG
Our auction will start March 15, 2021 at 9 am!

THIS YEAR’S AUCTION IS JUST AS GREAT AS LAST YEAR!

GIFT CARDS, BAR PREP TREATS, PROFESSOR EXPERIENCES AND MANY OTHER ITEMS TO BID ON!

TAKE A LOOK!
“A Great Night On the Square” Gift Card Package

In 2019, both Boure and Funkys were on the list for Best Bars Near Ole Miss by Rent Like a Champion! Not only do both have great bars, but their food is A-MAZING and you'll be doing yourself a disservice if you haven't visited. Instead of going through the hassle of choosing what you'll eat for dinner, buy this gift certificate package and you can choose both!
"Best of Both Worlds" Gift Card Package

With this package, feed your sweet tooth with delicious cookies from Insomnia Cookies. Feel bad after eating that delicious cookie? Don't worry. You can wash it down with a yummy nutritionist smoothie from Smoothie King.
"I'm so hungry I'm in the mood for everything"

Phillips Grocery offers a lunch menu Monday through Saturday that features their famous burgers, deli sandwiches, chicken, Mississippi Catfish, and much more! On Thursday, Friday, and Saturday night they are open for dinner from 5-9. They offer their burger plate, chicken, catfish, shrimp, and of course their delicious ribeyes and filets. Wit this gift certificate, you should try it all!
"Don't Forget Your Graduate"

This graduation basket includes a jewelry box, necklace, and a lovely barcelona steel watch!
"Get Dolled Up"
Package-The Studio Salon and Spa

Going somewhere, have a hot date, or just want to pamper yourself? With this package, visit The Studio in Oxford and let them "make you over"!
You can get a blowout, lash lift and tint, and spray tan! This is the perfect package to get ready for the summer!
“I’m In the Mood For Wings”

Hungry and in the mood for some wings or drinks? Head down to Buffalo Wild Wings with this gift certificate and satisfy your cravings!
“Look Your Best”

Two Haircuts from Great Clips!
"Pampered Princess" Package

Need to pamper yourself?

With this package, you can do so! With this Narcissist scent Whipped Body Butter, bath bomb, and bar of soap your bath is just waiting on you to come in and relax. After taking your bath, head down to the Nail Shop and get yourself a gel-mani!
“Pass Me My Cup, No, My Other Cup”

4imprint Water Bottle & Tumbler
With this package, you should never be dehydrated!
“Round of Golf With Friends”

Enjoy golfing or want to learn to golf? With this package, you along with three of your friends can head down the beautiful Country Club of Oxford and enjoy a round of golf!
This 20x20 framed wax painting was beautifully crafted by Memphis artist, Mary Long.

Ms. Long arts are featured in the following galleries: Owen Contemporary in Santa Fe, NM, Jay Etkin Gallery in Memphis TN, and Tinney Contemporary in Nashville TN. She has participated in solo shows, group and two person shows, selected juried shows, and in 2016, she was published in Encaustic Art in the Twenty-First Century.
“Sports Book Collection II”

This rare book collection is perfect for any Mississippi sports guru. The Sports Book Collection II includes: Mississippi's 100 Greatest Football Players of All Time and Mississippi's Greatest Athletes by Rick Cleveland.
“The Lawyer Starter Kit”

This bundle includes an Imprint Leather JCP Immigration Lawyers leather portfolio, paperweight/letter opener, powerbank and pen.
Mississippi can be quite a mystery but this book collection should help!

This collection includes:

- Mississippians II,
- 501 Little-Known Facts, Obscure Trivia, World Records & Historical Minutia from the State of Mississippi by D.K. White, and
- The Other Mississippi: A State in Conflict with Itself by David Sansing.
“The Mississippi Book Collection II”

Need some reading entertainment as the weather warms up? Take any of these books about the great Mississippi and enjoy the sunshine. This collection includes:

- The Education of a Lifetime by Robert Khayat
- Mississippi Governors: Soldiers Statesmen Scholars Scoundries, and
- The Statue and the Fury: A Year of Art, Race, Music, and Cocktails by Jim Dees.
“The Oxford Souvenir” Bundle

The exclusive woodblock set from Neilson's, a beautifully handcrafted cast iron bell & a beautiful page turnover with pictures taken of everything Ole Miss! Hotty Toddy!
Need help preparing for cold calls? Quimbee is a one-of-a-kind educational resource for law students and legal professionals.
“The Ultimate Law Student Package”

This bundle includes: an insulated tumbler, coffee cup with stainless steel straw, drawstring backpack, and a portable laptop stand. This package also comes with a Starbucks gift card!
“The Women’s Legal Book Package”

What a great way to celebrate Women’s History Month!

This collection includes:

- An Unforeseen Life written and signed by Ole Miss Law’s very own Mary Ann Connell, and
- The First 100 Women Lawyers in Mississippi.
“True Ole Miss Football Fans Only”

Do you think you're the ultimate Ole Miss Football fan? Show your commitment by bidding on this rare book set of books.

This book collection includes:

- Stories From 125 Years of Ole Miss Football and
- Trivia From 125 Years of Ole Miss Football.
This 10x10 mixed media beauty was created by Memphis Artist, Trisha Franklin.
$100 Gift Card Amy Head

Redeem this gift card for an assortment of Amy Head’s gorgeous cosmetics and makeup brushes
$500 off Course Coupon for 3L
(Themis)
$500 off Gift Certificate from Kaplan
$800 off Coupon for 2L
(Themis)
Canvas Backpack with Leather Straps & Details

This stylish canvas backpack from Andrew Philips has genuine leather accents is the perfect bag to take to and from the office or class.
Bar Prep Course for 3L from Themis
Looking to redecorate, add some new home décor, or looking for a gift to give someone? With this gift card, you can do all three at Jones at Home and have a variety of beautiful options to choose from.
Kickboxing/Jiu Jitsu Classes

Get in shape or learn some new techniques at Oxford Fitness Kickboxing by buying a one month membership of fitness kickboxing and jiu jitsu classes. You can do either or both. Your choice!
“I miss the country life” package

Orvis Fishing Shirt from Landry's & a Bull Coffee Mug
Magnolia Lighting
Diffuser

Ready to relax? This essential oil diffuser from Magnolia Lighting will do the trick! Set it up and let the sweet scent of peony and hyacinth transform any space into a zen oasis.
• 6-8 law students can enjoy an evening of good food and better company at Professor Eliason’s home! Professor Eliason is willing to entertain requests for favorite dishes from a wide-range of cuisines.

• This item also includes booze, plenty of jokes from her hilarious husband, and complimentary cuddles from her cats!

- AUCTION BIDDERS PLEASE NOTE - This event will NOT be held until the Fall, so please plan and bid accordingly.
In Prof. Percy's kitchen (virtually) ten students will have the opportunity to mix, chop, and cook with Prof. Percy and Prof. Derrick. The professors will provide a list of ingredients beforehand so folks can follow along while they mix, chop, and cook a meal.

This event may include lessons on how to properly chop onions, gently mix a shaken cocktail, and expertly determine when your pasta is done.
Private Yoga Session

Need to release some stress? You probably would enjoy this private yoga session with certified yoga instructor, Ukwoma Ukairo. This event can be held virtual.
Enjoy a virtual trivia night with 5 of your closest friends (a group of 6) and the lovely Professor Krueger! She’s ready to show you some of her skills!
Brunch with Dean Barbee

Brunch is our favorite past-time! 4-6 law students will be able to attend a socially distanced brunch with Dean Barbee and her family!

You can choose whatever menu you like, but she highly recommends her homemade cinnamon rolls :)
What’s better than a magic show? A magic show with food!

8-10 law students can join Professor Rychlak at his home for a tasty cookout!
This is an experience you don’t want to miss. After a delicious lunch at Oxford’s finest Greek establishment, Volta Taverna, FOUR law students will go an exclusive tour of the federal courthouse.

The winners will see more of the federal courthouse than most practicing attorneys!
This will be one for the books. Dean Duncan will be treating a group of 4 law students to brunch at Ravine! Word on the street is it has some of the best food in Oxford!
Let’s Golf With Dean Duncan

Two lucky law students will win the chance to golf with Dean Duncan and her husband. You have one round to prove yourself!

Do you think you can win against Dean Duncan?
SIX law students can join Professor Green in Sardis to taste “the best pizza in the world”. Who knew that the best pizza in the world was in Sardis? Obviously, Professor Green did!
Lunch at Boure with Dean Davis

Dean Davis is an expert on children in the legal system. He is inviting FOUR law students to lunch at Boure.

The conversation possibilities are endless: Harry Potter, Star Wars, Lord of the Rings, Chess!
Jeopardy with Professor Gershon

Did you know Professor Gershon tried out to be on Jeopardy? Cool, right?

He is hosting his own version of virtual Jeopardy! Gather your friends for some Gershon trivia and the chance to win a $50 gift card or drinks for the runners-up!

This group can consist of at least 10 students (or more)!
FOUR lucky law students can experience A Tasting Experience at The Sipp with Dean Bette Bradley and Professor Catie Hester.

This event will occur on **March 24th at 5:30pm** at Blind Wines!
A group of 4-6 law students can join Professor Lantagne for a virtual game night with your favorite law school pals! You can choose any game you like!
Justice Randy Pierce

FOUR law students can enjoy a meal with Justice Pierce from McEwens or City Grocery (the group’s choice) while enjoying the beautiful scenery of the grove!
Winner's choice of tea party for 6-8 people complete with sweets and cucumber/smoked salmon sandwiches, OR pizza and video games such as Mario Kart, Dance Dance Revolution, and Guitar Hero; OR bullet journaling/crafting with many art supplies provided by Professor Butler herself!

BIDDERS PLEASE NOTE - Professor Butler's event comes with the following caveat: In the event Covid-19 safety precautions prevent her from providing an in-person experience, she will, as an alternative, provide the winner with a selection of hand-made confections!
Handcrafted Asian-Inspired Garden Bench

Professor Donna Davis is a big fan of upcycling! She has handcrafted this Asian-inspired garden bench. It is very sturdy! (Measurements: 60" long, 22 1/4" wide and 18" high)

Delivery is available within 40 miles of Oxford or Batesville. If you have any questions about this lovely piece, feel free to give her a call during the auction (662)380-1200.
GIFT CARDS FOR A SIGNATURE FACIAL TREATMENT

You can relax and look good while doing it!
Who doesn't love a good smelling candle? This candle has 100% soy wax and eco friendly wicks! Once the candle burns down, you can wash the pottery container and continue using it! The pottery container is food, microwave and oven safe! The candle was made locally by Oxford Candle & Company LLC!
GRANDMA’S HOMEMADE POUND CAKE

Miss your grandmother's cooking?! Now you can try someone else’s grandmother’s cooking! This package includes a homemade pound cake made with love!

Picture is not available yet, it’s being made fresh by Grandma’s hands!
Let's go Bowling!

Strike! With this package, you and friends can go bowling and see who can leave no pin standing!

This package includes a gift certificate for 1 hour bowling and 4 pair of shoes!
BOOKS DONATED BY DEAN BELL

*Mississippians* (a coffee-table book featuring famous Mississippi entertainers, musicians, politicians, leaders)
*Mississippi's 100 Greatest Football Players*
*Mississippi's Greatest Athletes* by Rick Cleveland
*Mississippi's Governors* by David Sansing
*Ole Miss: A Photographic Essay*
*125 Years of Ole Miss Football*
*125 Years of Ole Miss Football Trivia*
*Mississippi Trivia Book*
*The Other Mississippi* by David Sansing
*The Statute and the Fury* (the battle over Faulkner’s statue in Oxford) written by Jim Dees of Thacker Mountain Radio
*An Unforeseen Life* by Mary Ann Connell
*The Education of a Lifetime* by Robert Khayat
*Mississippi First 100 Women Lawyers*